A finite-element method to compute elastoacoustic vibration modes in 3D problems on hexahedral meshes is analysed. It is based on displacement formulations for solid and fluid domains. In order to avoid spurious modes, the discretization consists of lowest order hexahedral Raviart-Thomas elements for the former coupled with classical trilinear isoparametric hexahedral elements for the latter. The kinematic constraint is weakly imposed and the meshes on the fluid and solid domains do not need to match on the common interface. Basic interpolation results are proved for the lowest order hexahedral RaviartThomas elements. These results are used to prove convergence of the coupled finite-element method, non-existence of spurious modes and optimal-order error estimates for eigenfunctions and eigenvalues, under the assumption that the meshes on the fluid domain are asymptotically parallelepiped. Numerical results showing sufficiency and necessity of this hypothesis are reported.
Introduction
The need of computing fluid-solid interactions arises in many important engineering problems. A large amount of work has been devoted to this subject during the last years. A general overview can be found
The aim of this paper is to analyse the numerical method used in these last two references. This method is based on hexahedral finite elements: trilinear isoparametric in the solid and lowest order Raviart-Thomas in the fluid. Fluid and solid meshes do not need to match on the common interface because the kinematic constraint (i.e. equal normal displacements for fluid and solid) is imposed in a weak sense. The analysis of trilinear isoparametric elements is rather standard, only a Clément-type interpolation is needed (see Clément, 1975) . However, this is not the case for Raviart-Thomas hexahedral elements. Raviart-Thomas elements are H (div)-conforming. They provide optimal-order approximations in H (div) of smooth vector fields on 2D shape-regular rectangular meshes (Raviart & Thomas, 1977) or 3D cubic meshes (Nédélec, 1980) . A detailed analysis of these elements in 2D has been carried out by Thomas (1977) , where optimal-order L 2 approximation results were proved for general shape-regular quadrilaterals. However, similar optimal results in H (div) were proved in the same reference only for asymptotically parallelogram meshes (i.e. meshes built on quadrilaterals such that the distance of the vertices of each element to those of a parallelogram are higher-order terms). To the best of the authors' knowledge, a similar analysis has not been performed on hexahedral 3D meshes.
On the other hand, it was recently noted by Arnold et al. (2001 Arnold et al. ( , 2002a that the extension to general quadrilaterals of convergence results valid for rectangular elements is not straightforward. Moreover, the order of convergence can deteriorate when non-standard finite elements are used in distorted quadrilaterals, even though they satisfy the usual shape-regularity assumption. In particular, Arnold et al. (2002b) considered the approximation properties of quadrilateral finite-element spaces of vector-valued functions defined by the Piola transform, as is the case with Raviart-Thomas elements. For these elements, they showed degradation of the convergence order for some trapezoid meshes as compared to rectangular ones.
In the present paper, we prove H (div) approximation results for lowest order Raviart-Thomas hexahedral elements on general shape-regular 3D meshes. The error estimates on each element depend on a parameter which measures the deviation of the hexahedron with respect to a parallelepiped and are optimal order on asymptotically parallelepiped meshes (i.e. on meshes such that these parameters are higher-order as compared with the diameter of the element). This is used to analyse the spectral approximation properties of the coupled finite-element method applied to the elastoacoustic vibration problem on meshes which are asymptotically parallelepiped on the fluid domain. We demonstrate the need for these kinds of meshes by means of a numerical test.
The outline of the paper is as follows. The spectral problem to be solved and the main theoretical results are recalled in Section 2. In Section 3, we introduce the finite-element spaces and prove basic interpolation results. To this aim, we begin by studying the approximation properties of the lowest order Raviart-Thomas hexahedron. In Section 4, we introduce the discrete spectral problem and prove convergence and non-existence of spurious modes, as well as optimal-order error estimates for eigenfunctions and eigenvalues, assuming that the elements in the meshes on the fluid domain are, asymptotically, parallelepiped. Finally, numerical results showing sufficiency and necessity of this hypothesis are reported in Section 5.
Statement of the problem
We consider the problem of determining the free vibration modes of a linear elastic structure containing an acoustic (barotropic, inviscid and compressible) fluid.
Let Ω F and Ω S denote polygonal or polyhedral bounded domains in R n (n = 2, 3) occupied by the fluid and the solid, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1 in the 2D case. Let Γ I = ∂Ω F be the interface between the two media, and n its unit normal vector pointing outward from Ω F . The exterior boundary of the solid domain is the union of Γ D and Γ N : the structure is fixed along Γ D and free of stress along Γ N ; we assume that the 2D measure of Γ D is strictly positive. Finally, η η η denotes the unit outward normal vector along Γ N .
Throughout this paper, we will use standard notation for Sobolev spaces, norms and seminorms. We also denote H 1 Γ D
(Ω S ), the closed subspace of functions in H 1 (Ω S ) with a vanishing trace on Γ D and H (div, Ω F ) := {u ∈ L 2 (Ω F ) n : div u ∈ L 2 (Ω F )}, endowed with its natural norm that we denote · div,Ω F . We use the following notations for the physical magnitudes: in the fluid, 
), i, j = 1, . . . , n, • σ σ σ (w): the stress tensor which is related to the strain tensor by Hooke's law:
. . , n. The classical elastoacoustics model for small-amplitude motions yields the following eigenvalue problem for the free vibration modes of the coupled system and their corresponding vibration frequencies ω (see, for instance, Morand & Ohayon, 1995) .
The coupling between the fluid and the structure is taken into account by (2.4) and (2.5). The first one relates the solid stress on the interface with the pressure exerted by the fluid. The second one is a slipping condition which implies that fluid and solid are in contact at the interface. Both equations can be understood in the L 2 sense since p| Γ I and w| Γ I · n, both belong to L 2 (Γ I ).
We introduce appropriate function spaces to obtain a variational formulation for this problem. Let
both be endowed with their respective product norms which we denote by · H and · X , respectively. Let
This closed subspace of X is the set of kinematically admissible coupled fluid-solid displacements. Let a and b be the symmetric continuous bilinear forms defined by
If we integrate by parts (2.1) and (2.3) multiplied by v ∈ H (div, Ω F ) and z ∈ H 1 Γ D
(Ω S ) n , respectively, eliminate the pressure p by means of (2.2) and (2.4), use (2.6), and denote λ = ω 2 , then we obtain the following symmetric variational spectral problem:
It is easy to show that λ 0 = 0 is an eigenvalue of this problem with corresponding eigenspace
This infinite-dimensional eigenspace consists of pure rotational motions which induce neither fluid pressure variations nor structural vibrations. These eigenfunctions arise because the irrotational constraint implicit in (2.1) for ω = 0 has not been imposed on the fluid displacements allowed in the model.
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The remaining vibration frequencies are strictly positive and correspond to actual vibrations of the coupled fluid-solid system. The whole spectrum of the problem can be characterized by using the spectral theorem for compact operators and the fact that the fluid displacements associated with λ 0 = 0 are orthogonal to any irrotational fluid displacement of the form u = ∇ϕ. More precisely,
is the orthogonal complement of K in V with respect to the inner product b. Notice that K and G are orthogonal in the Hilbert products of H and X , too. Given (u, w) ∈ G, let ϕ ∈ H 1 (Ω F ) be such that u = ∇ϕ; this function ϕ is the fluid displacement potential and it satisfies the following compatible Neumann problem:
This problem attains a unique solution ϕ ∈ H 1 (Ω F )/R and
where C is a constant independent of u and w. Henceforth, C denotes a generic strictly positive constant which is not necessarily the same at each occurrence.
As an immediate consequence of this estimate and Korn's inequality, the bilinear form a is Xelliptic on G. This allows us to define the linear operator T : H → G as follows: Given ( f, g) ∈ H, let T ( f, g) := (u, w), with (u, w) ∈ G being the solution of
The linear operator T is self-adjoint with respect to a and b. Moreover, T | G is compact in · H . Then, from Riesz-Fredholm theory, we know that the spectrum of T | G consists of µ = 0 and a sequence of finite-multiplicity eigenvalues µ n > 0, n ∈ N, converging to 0. Moreover, λ is a positive eigenvalue of Problem 2.2 if and only if µ = 1/λ is a positive eigenvalue of the operator T , and the corresponding associated eigenfunctions coincide.
The fluid displacement u corresponding to any pair (u, w) ∈ G satisfies additional regularity. Indeed, because of the standard a priori estimate for the Neumann problem (2.8) (see Dauge, 1988) , there exist constants r ∈ ( 1 2 , 1] and C > 0, independent of u and w, such that u = ∇ϕ ∈ H r (Ω F ) n and
(2.9) REMARK 2.3 The regularity constant r of the Neumann problem (2.8) only depends on the domain Ω F .
If Ω F is convex, then r = 1; otherwise, 1 2 < r < 1. In the last case, in 2D, (2.9) holds ∀ r < π θ , with θ being the largest reentrant corner of Ω F .
The following theorem, which shows that T is a regularizing operator, was proved by Bermúdez et al. (1995) in 2D. A similar proof based on inequality (2.9) and the a priori estimate for the linear elasticity problem (see Dauge, 1988 ) is valid in 3D, too. THEOREM 2.4 There exist constants r ∈ (
Finite-element spaces
In this section, we introduce finite-element spaces to discretize the fluid and solid displacement fields appearing in Problem 2.2 and discuss some of their approximation properties. Although most of what follows is valid for both, n = 2 and n = 3, for definiteness, we present our results in a 3D setting and include some explicit comments on those aspects that differ in the 2D case.
We consider partitions in hexahedra of Ω F and Ω S and standard Lagrangian trilinear isoparametric hexahedral elements to discretize the solid displacement field. However, it is well known that using Lagrangian elements for the fluid displacements produces spurious modes: rotational modes with nonzero frequencies interspersed among those of the irrotational ones (Kiefling & Feng, 1976; Hamdi et al., 1978) . To avoid this drawback, we use lowest order Raviart-Thomas hexahedral finite elements instead. These elements have been introduced by Raviart & Thomas (1977) in 2D meshes built on triangles or quadrilaterals and extended by Nédélec (1980) to 3D meshes built on tetrahedra or cubes.
In what follows, we recall the definition and prove some approximation properties of lowest order Raviart-Thomas hexahedral finite elements. Then we introduce the discrete space to numerically solve Problem 2.2 and obtain error estimates for an interpolant on this space.
Hexahedra
A hexahedron is the image of the unit cube K := [0, 1] 3 under an invertible trilinear map defined on K . (Throughout the paper, we use 'hatted' variables to denote magnitudes in the reference element K .) Indeed, let F K : K → R 3 be a trilinear one-to-one map with a strictly positive Jacobian
where DF K denotes the Jacobian matrix of the mapping F K . Then the corresponding hexahedron is K := F K ( K ) (see Fig. 2 ). Notice that K does not need to have planar faces; the edges are always straight segments, but each face is planar if and only if its four vertices lie on a plane.
In practice, the possibility of having curved faces allows a better fitting of curved boundaries by judiciously choosing the vertices of the corresponding faces with the only restriction of lying on the boundary. However, this is beyond the scope of the present theoretical analysis, because we have assumed that the domains are polyhedral.
Let h K be the diameter of K . Letσ K and σ K be strictly positive constants such that
Here and thereafter, |·| denotes the standard Euclidean norm in R n as well as the corresponding subordinate matrix norm in R n×n (n = 2, 3). Notice that the constantsσ K and σ K measure the shape regularity of the hexahedron.
, the above definitions yield the estimates
On the other hand,
| DF K ( x)| and, consequently,
Hence, the estimates above lead to the following bound:
To measure the 'deviation' of a hexahedron K with respect to a parallelepiped, we decompose F K as a sum of two parts, one affine and the other depending on four geometrical vector parameters, ε ε ε 1 , . . . , ε ε ε 4 ∈ R 3 (see Fig. 3 ). Indeed, let α α α i := F K (e i ) ∈ R 3 , with e i being the ith canonical vector,
where F l K is the linear part and F d K the deviation (for simplicity, we have not considered translations). The geometrical meaning of the vector parameters ε ε ε 1 , . . . , ε ε ε 4 can be seen from Fig. 3 . Let us recall that if the faces of the element K are planar, then ε ε ε 4 = ε ε ε 1 + ε ε ε 2 + ε ε ε 3 and the cubic term in (3.5) vanishes.
The following parameter measures the deviation of K with respect to a parallelepiped:
The derivatives of J K and Cof [ DF K ( x)] are bounded in terms of ε K and h K as follows:
LEMMA 3.1 There exists a strictly positive constant C such that the following estimates hold true for any hexahedron K ⊂ R 3 :
Proof. Given a hexahedron K , let α α α i ∈ R 3 , i = 1, 2, 3, and ε ε ε j ∈ R 3 , j = 1, . . . , 4, be as above.
Explicit computations lead to
where (α α α 1 |α α α 2 |α α α 3 ) denotes the matrix whose columns are the vectors α α α i , i = 1, 2, 3, and, using the same notation,
with ε ε ε 0 := ε ε ε 4 − ε ε ε 1 − ε ε ε 2 − ε ε ε 3 . Therefore,
with p being a polynomial function of x. All the coefficients of p are in turn homogeneous cubic polynomials in α α α 1 , α α α 2 , α α α 3 , ε ε ε 1 , . . . , ε ε ε 4 . Each monomial of these cubic polynomials is the product of three entries taken from α α α 1 , α α α 2 , α α α 3 or ε ε ε 1 , . . . , ε ε ε 4 , with at least one of them being from ε ε ε 1 , . . . , ε ε ε 4 . Fig. 3 ) and |α α α 1 + α α α 2 | 2h K . Hence, since ∀ x ∈ K , 0 x i 1, i = 1, 2, 3, we conclude that ∃ C > 0 such that (3.7) holds true.
Analogously,
where the entries of P( x) = ( p i j ( x)) are polynomial functions of x. All the coefficients of each p i j , i, j = 1, 2, 3, are in turn homogeneous quadratic polynomials in α α α 1 , α α α 2 , α α α 3 , ε ε ε 1 , . . . , ε ε ε 4 . Each monomial of these quadratic polynomials is the product of two entries taken from α α α 1 , α α α 2 , α α α 3 or ε ε ε 1 , . . . , ε ε ε 4 , with at least one of them being from ε ε ε 1 , . . . , ε ε ε 4 . Hence, the same arguments as above lead us to conclude that ∃ C > 0 such that (3.8) holds true, too. Thus, we conclude the proof.
REMARK 3.2 Similar estimates were proved by Thomas (1977) in 2D. In this case, there is a unique vector parameter ε ε ε ∈ R 2 which measures the deviation of a quadrilateral K with respect to a parallelogram. Actually, Thomas (1977) used another one: the vector δ δ δ joining the midpoints of the diagonals of K . However, it is simple to show that δ δ δ = 1 2 ε ε ε.
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The lowest order Raviart-Thomas hexahedron
Given a vector field u defined on a hexahedron K , Raviart-Thomas elements discretize the whole vector field instead of its components separately. The degrees of freedom of the lowest order Raviart-Thomas finite elements are the mean values of the fluxes of u on each face of the hexahedron. To define these elements, we change coordinates to the reference unit cube and use the Piola transform associated with this change of coordinates. Let F K be the trilinear one-to-one map applying K onto K as introduced above (see Fig. 2 ). We recall that the Piola transform associated with F K allows transforming a vector field from the current element to the reference one, leaving invariant its flux through any surface. Given a vector field u defined on K , its Piola transform is defined by
Notice that the Piola transform can be equivalently written as
Its main property is that, for any surface
where, from now on, n S (as well as n S ) denotes a unit vector normal to the surface S (resp. S). Hence, via the Gauss theorem, for any volume
A lowest order Raviart-Thomas element on K is a vector field u whose Piola transform u satisfies
where P i, j,k ( K ) denotes the set of polynomial functions defined on K of degrees i, j and k in x 1 , x 2 and x 3 , respectively. Thus, the space of lowest order Raviart-Thomas finite elements on K is
The vector fields in R have constant normal components on each face of K . Moreover, these constant normal components determine a unique vector field of this type. Thus, by virtue of (3.9), the mean values of the fluxes of u on each face of K can be taken as the degrees of freedom defining this element (see Fig. 4 
for all faces F of K . The mapping u → u K extends by duality arguments to u ∈ H (div, K ) ∩ H r (K ) 3 ∀ r > 0, defining a bounded linear operator (see Brezzi & Fortin, 1991) . Error estimates for this interpolation in 2D were proved by Thomas (1977) for u ∈ H 1 (K ) 3 with div u ∈ H 1 (K ). In what follows, we adapt the arguments in this reference to 3D and fractional Sobolev spaces to prove the following result. LEMMA 3.3 If u ∈ H (div, K ) ∩ H r (K ) 3 with 0 < r 1, then there exists a strictly positive constant C, only depending onσ K , σ K and r , such that
If, moreover, div u ∈ H q (K ) with 0 < q 1, then there exists a strictly positive constant C, only depending onσ K , σ K and q, such that
Proof. For u ∈ H r (K ) 3 with 0 < r 1, let u be its Piola transform. Since Cof ( DF K ) is smooth in K , straightforward computations allow us to show that
where, for r < 1, we have used the intrinsic norm of H r ( K ) (see, for instance, Girault & Raviart, 1986) . Explicit calculations yield the following estimates:
where the intrinsic norms of non-integer Sobolev spaces have been used again for the latter, when r < 1. Consequently, u ∈ H r ( K ) 3 and (3.1)-(3.3) and (3.8) lead to
with C only depending onσ K , σ K and r . On the other hand, for u ∈ H (div, K ), (3.10) and (3.2) imply
with r > 0. Moreover, by virtue of (3.9) and (3.11), u K = u K , in principle when u ∈ H r (K ) 3 with r > 1 2 , but, because of a density argument, the equality holds for u ∈ H (div, K ) ∩ H r (K ) 3 with r > 0, too. Thus, (3.1) and (3.2) yield
, where P k denotes the space of polynomial functions of degree k, k ∈ N. Hence, applying the Bramble-Hilbert lemma conveniently adapted to non-integer Sobolev spaces (see Dupont & Scott, 1980 , for a proof of this lemma based on a suitable version of Deny-Lions lemma in fractional spaces), we obtain
(see Alonso & Valli, 1999 , for a similar estimate for Nédélec edge elements). Therefore, the first estimate of the lemma follows from the last four inequalities.
To prove the second estimate, we use (3.10) to write
Next, we proceed as in the proof of the first estimate and use (3.10) again to obtain
On the other hand, div u K ∈ P 0 ( K ). Moreover, from the Gauss theorem and (3.11) (combined with a density argument if r 1 2 ), we have that div u K is the L 2 projection of div u onto P 0 ( K ). Consequently, using the Bramble-Hilbert lemma again, we obtain
Therefore, the second estimate of the lemma follows from the last three inequalities, (3.1), (3.2) and (3.7). Thus, we conclude the proof. REMARK 3.4 If u ∈ H r (K ) 3 with r > 1 2 , then the first estimate of the lemma can be improved as follows:
REMARK 3.5 Girault & Raviart (1986, Theorem III.4.4) have extended some arguments from Thomas (1977, Theorem III.4.3) to prove the following improved estimate in 2D for u ∈ H 1 (K ) 3 :
More recently, Arnold et al. (2002b, Theorem 7 ) obtained a similar result valid for 2D Raviart-Thomas elements of arbitrary order. However, the arguments of these references do not seem to hold in 3D. Indeed, both rely on the fact that, in 2D, the columns of the matrix Cof( DF K ) t belong to P 1,0 × P 0,1 , which, in this case, corresponds to R (see Arnold et al., 2002b, Lemma 9) . Instead, in 3D, these columns belong to P 2,1,1 × P 1,2,1 × P 1,1,2 = R.
The following lemma, which will be used in the sequel, shows that the Raviart-Thomas interpolant of a divergence-free vector field is also divergence free.
shown in the proof of Lemma 3.3. Moreover, it was shown in the same proof that div u K is the L 2 projection of div u onto P 0 ( K ). Then div u K = 0 in K and, consequently, div u K = 0 in K , too. Thus, we conclude the proof.
Discrete kinematically admissible fluid-solid displacements
We consider two regular families of partitions in hexahedra of Ω F and Ω S , {T F h } and {T S h }, respectively; h := max K ∈T F h ∪T S h h K denotes the common mesh size. We recall that a family of hexahedral meshes is said to be regular, if there exist two strictly positive constants σ 1 and σ 2 , the same for all meshes, such that for all elements K of each mesh, the shape-regularity constantsσ K and σ K in (3.1) satisfȳ
(3.12)
We do not assume that {T F h } and {T S h } match on the fluid-solid interface. Therefore, the two meshes may induce different partitions on Γ I . We denote by T I h the partition induced by T F h :
However, the choice of meshes in the two domains is not completely free. In fact, we restrict our analysis to couples of meshes T F h and T S h such that each hexahedra in the fluid domain in contact with Γ I is not much smaller than the neighbouring hexahedra in the solid domain. More precisely, we assume that there exists a strictly positive constant σ 3 , the same for all pairs of meshes, such that ∀ F ∈ T I h and
where |F| denotes the 2D measure of the face F. We further assume that {T F h } is a family of asymptotically parallelepiped meshes, in the sense that for each element K ∈ T F h there exists a parallelepiped such that the distances of the vertices of K to 404 A. BERMÚDEZ ET AL.
those of the parallelepiped are O(h 2 K ). More precisely, we assume that there exists a strictly positive constant σ 4 , the same for all meshes, such that constants ε K in (3.6) satisfy
(3.14)
Notice that for any family of asymptotically parallelepiped meshes, as a consequence of Lemma 3.1, the estimates for the derivatives of J K and the entries of Cof( DF K ) are one order higher than the corresponding ones for J K and Cof( DF K ) given by (3.2) and (3.3), respectively.
We use lowest order Raviart-Thomas hexahedral finite elements to discretize the fluid displacements:
Each component of the solid displacement field is discretized by standard Lagrangian trilinear isoparametric hexahedral elements:
where
Finally, the kinematic constraint (2.5) must be imposed somehow to the discrete fluid-solid displacements. Since doing it strongly (i.e. imposing u h · n = w h · n on Γ I ) would be too stringent (see Bermúdez & Rodríguez, 1994) we impose it weakly as follows:
This constraint allows us to eliminate by static condensation the degrees of freedom of the fluid displacement corresponding to these faces. Thus, the space of kinematically admissible discrete displacements is the following one:
Approximation error estimates
Next, we present a result for the approximation of the continuous space V from the finite-element space V h . Raviart-Thomas elements are H (div)-conforming in the following sense:
and, consequently, u R ∈ R h . This is the so-called Raviart-Thomas interpolation operator:
Let us recall that, because of (3.11), if r > 1 2 , then u R is the unique vector field in R h satisfying
for all faces F of all hexahedra K ∈ T F h .
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The following result is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.3 and the assumption that {T F h } is a regular family of asymptotically parallelepiped meshes (cf. (3.14)). COROLLARY 3.7 Let u ∈ H r (Ω F ) 3 be such that div u ∈ H q (Ω F ), with 0 < q, r 1. Let u R ∈ R h be the Raviart-Thomas interpolant of u. Then the following estimates hold true:
REMARK 3.8 If u ∈ H r (K ) 3 with r > 1 2 , then the first estimate above can be improved according to Remark 3.4 as follows:
REMARK 3.9 The power 2 of h K in the definition (3.14) of asymptotically parallelepiped meshes is somewhat arbitrary. Indeed, the corollary and remark above hold true as long as ε K Ch
On the solid domain, we consider a Clément-type interpolation, which preserves vanishing traces on Γ D (see Clément, 1975) :
This interpolant, which is based on local averages, satisfies
where K := ∪ {K ∈ T S h : K and K share a vertex} and C only depends on the shape-regularity constants σ 1 and σ 2 . This estimate and standard interpolation results on Sobolev spaces yield the following approximation result. In general, (u R , w I ) ∈ V h . Then, to obtain a V h interpolant of (u, w), we modify the degrees of freedom of u R on the faces lying on Γ I . Thus, we define u I as the unique vector field in R h satisfying
The following approximation result holds for this interpolation.
LEMMA 3.11 Let (u, w) ∈ V be such that u ∈ H r (Ω F ) 3 , div u ∈ H q (Ω F ) and w ∈ H 1+s (Ω S ) 3 , with 0 < q, r, s 1. Let (u I , w I ) ∈ V h be as defined above. Then the following estimates hold true:
Proof. By virtue of Lemma 3.10 we only have to prove the first estimate. Let us write
A bound for the first term on the right-hand side above is given in Corollary 3.7. To estimate the second one, from the definitions of u I and u R and since u · n = w · n on Γ I , we have
where φ φ φ F is the Raviart-Thomas basis function associated with F; namely, φ φ φ F ∈ R h :
Given a face F ∈ T I h , let K ∈ T F h be the hexahedron such that F is a face of K . Let φ φ φ F be the Piola transform of φ φ φ F ; namely, φ φ φ
the latter because of (3.1), (3.2) and (3.12). Now, from (3.9), we have F φ φ φ F · n F = F φ φ φ F · n F for all faces F of K . Hence, φ φ φ F = |F|φ φ φ F , with φ φ φ F being the basis function of R associated with F. Consequently, straightforward computations lead to K | φ φ φ F | 2 = 1 3 |F| 2 and thus
Furthermore, from (3.10) we have
Since div φ φ φ F is constant, by applying the Gauss theorem and taking into account (3.9) we obtain
As a consequence of the shape-regularity property (3.12), it is well known that
with C 1 and C 2 strictly positive constants depending only on σ 1 and σ 2 (see also the proof of Lemma 4.9 below). Therefore, the last three inequalities yield
By using this and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to bound (3.18), we obtain
Because of the assumption (3.13), the sum above can be bounded as follows:
while for each K ∈ T S h such that ∂ K ∩ Γ I = ∅, the trace theorem and a scaling argument yield
, we use the last three inequalities and (3.17) to obtain
Hence, as a consequence of standard results on interpolation between Sobolev spaces, we finally have
and we conclude the proof.
REMARK 3.12 Note that the above lemma is valid even though the meshes on the fluid and solid domains do not match on the fluid-solid interface Γ I .
Finite-element Spectral Approximation
Our next step is to define the discrete spectral problem.
This is a non-conforming approximation of Problem 2.2 because, for (u h , w h ) ∈ V h , in general u h · n = w h · n on Γ I and, therefore, V h ⊂ V. 
Spectral characterization of the discrete problem
Clearly, λ h = 0 is an eigenvalue of Problem 4.1 with corresponding eigenspace
Although the approximation is non-conforming, we have the following lemma.
LEMMA 4.2 The following inclusion holds true:
Proof. Let (u h , 0) ∈ K h . Since div u h = 0 in Ω F , we only have to prove that u h · n = 0 on Γ I . Now, because of (3.9) and (3.15),
h , we have proved that (u h , 0) ∈ K. Let G h be the orthogonal complement of K h in V h with respect to the inner product b. Clearly, K h and G h are orthogonal in the Hilbert products of H and X , too. Notice that, in general, G h ⊂ G. The following lemma establishes a sort of Helmholtz decomposition of G h .
LEMMA 4.3 For all
Moreover, there exist constants r ∈ ( 1 2 , 1] and C > 0 such that ∇ξ ∈ H r (Ω F ) 3 and
Notice that this problem is compatible. Indeed, from the Gauss theorem and (3.15),
Furthermore, from the standard a priori estimate (see Dauge, 1988 ) ∃ r ∈ ( 1 2 , 1] such that ∇ξ ∈ H r (Ω F ) and (4.1) holds true.
Moreover, clearly (∇ξ, z h ) ∈ G and, if we define χ χ χ := v h − ∇ξ , then div χ χ χ = 0 in Ω F . Thus, there only remains to prove (4.2).
For this purpose, we write
On the other hand, from (3.16), ∀ F ∈ T I h we have
Consequently, (v h − (∇ξ) R , 0) satisfies (3.15) and, hence, it belongs to K h . Thus, from Lemma 4.2,
To estimate the other term in the right-hand side of (4.3), we use that ∇ξ ∈ H r (Ω F ) with r > 1/2. Hence, Remark 3.8 and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality yield
Finally, (4.2) follows from (4.3)-(4.5) and (4.1). Thus, we conclude the proof. The previous lemma implies that the bilinear form a is X -elliptic on G h . Thus, we are able to define an operator T h : H → G h , which plays in the discrete problem the same role as T in the continuous one:
The linear operator T h is self-adjoint with respect to a and b. Thus, its eigenvalues µ h are real and positive. Moreover, as in the continuous case, λ h is a positive eigenvalue of Problem 4.1 if and only if µ h = 1/λ h is a positive eigenvalue of the operator T h , and the corresponding associated eigenfunctions coincide.
Spectral approximation
Our next goal is to show that the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of Problem 4.1 converge to those of Problem 2.2 without spectral pollution. We will do this by using the standard spectral approximation theory (see Babuška & Osborn, 1991) . For this purpose, we show first that the operators T h converge to T in norm as h goes to zero, by adapting to our case some results from Durán et al. (2000) .
From now on, let r and s denote the constants appearing in Theorem 2.4 and let t := min{r, s}. Let us remark that constant r in Lemma 4.3 coincides with that of Theorem 2.4. Indeed, in the two cases, r is the regularity constant of the Neumann problem for the Laplace operator in Ω F (see Remark 2.3 and the proof of Lemma 4.3).
The following two lemmas give estimates of the consistency and approximation errors for our nonconforming method.
We write v h = ∇ξ + χ χ χ, with (∇ξ, z h ) ∈ G and div χ χ χ = 0 as in Lemma 4.3. Then
and the lemma follows from (4.2).
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Proof. For (u, w) = T ( f, g), because of Theorem 2.4, u ∈ H r (Ω F ) 3 , div u ∈ H 1 (Ω F ) and w ∈ H 1+s (Ω S ) 3 , with r > 1 2 and s > 0. Therefore, let (u I , w I ) ∈ V h be as in Lemma 3.11. Let P :
is orthogonal in the Hilbert product of X to ( u h , w h ) ∈ G h and to (u, w) ∈ G. Hence,
the latter because of the estimates in Lemma 3.11 and Theorem 2.4. Now we are able to prove the convergence in norm of T h to T .
LEMMA 4.6 There exists a positive constant C such that, ∀ ( f, g) ∈ H,
Proof. Let (u, w) :
Since a is X -elliptic on G h , according to Strang's lemma (see, for instance, Ciarlet, 1991)
the latter because of Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5. Thus, we conclude the proof. As a consequence of the above lemma and the continuity of the inclusion X → H, T − T h X and T − T h H , both converge to zero when h goes to zero.
Let µ > 0 be an eigenvalue of T with multiplicity m and let E be its associated eigenspace. Since T − T h X converges to zero when h tends to zero, there exist m eigenvalues of T h (repeated according to their respective multiplicities) converging to µ (see Kato, 1976) . Let E h be the direct sum of their corresponding associated eigenspaces.
We remind the definition of the gapδ between two closed subspaces, Y and Z, of X :
The following theorem implies an optimal order of convergence for the approximation of the eigenfunctions.
THEOREM 4.7 There exists a strictly positive constant C such that
Proof. According to Theorem 7.1 from Babuška & Osborn (1991) ,
whereas, because of Lemma 4.6 and the continuity of the inclusion X → H,
Thus, we conclude the proof.
REMARK 4.8 Another consequence of the convergence in norm of T h to T is that the numerical method does not introduce spurious modes. Indeed, given any compact set K ⊂ C not intersecting the spectrum of T , ∃ h K > 0 such that, ∀ h < h K , K does not intersect the spectrum of T h , either (see Kato, 1976 ).
Double-order approximation of the eigenvalues
The results from Rodríguez & Solomin (1996) can be adapted to our problem to prove an optimal order of convergence for the approximate eigenvalues in the 2D case. However, an alternative proof is necessary in 3D, because u h · n| Γ I is not piecewise constant in general. To overcome this, we have the following result valid for asymptotically parallelepiped meshes. First, we introduce the subspace of piecewise constant functions on Γ I on the partition
and the L 2 orthogonal projection onto this space:
Let K ∈ T F h be the hexahedron such that F is one of its faces. Let
Therefore, because of (3.9), we have that
Hence, using that u h · n F is constant on F and (3.9) again, we obtain
Consequently,
On the other hand, ∃ C i > 0, i = 1, 2, such that
Indeed, the first inequality is a consequence of the relation
(3.1), (3.2) and (3.12), while the definition of J F , (3.1), and (3.12) lead to the second one. Next, we use the notation introduced in (3.4)-(3.5) to write F F ( x) = x 1 α α α 1 + x 2 α α α 2 + x 1 x 2 ε ε ε 3 and, hence,
Since Γ I is a polyhedral surface, F is plane. Then ε ε ε 3 lies on the plane determined by α α α 1 and α α α 2 (see Fig. 5 ) and, hence, the three vectors (α α α 1 × α α α 2 ), (α α α 1 × ε ε ε 3 ) and (ε ε ε 3 × α α α 2 ) have the same direction orthogonal to F; namely, ∃ a, b, c ∈ R such that α α α 1 × α α α 2 = an, α α α 1 × ε ε ε 3 = bn and ε ε ε 3 × α α α 2 = cn.
Moreover, since J F is a non-vanishing continuous function on F, the sign depends on the relative orientations of α α α 1 , α α α 2 and n, but is the same for all x ∈ F. For the sake of definiteness, we assume that J F ( x) = a + b x 1 + c x 2 ∀ x ∈ F, but the rest of the proof is equally valid in the other case.
Since J F is an affine function on F,
.
is the midpoint of F. On the other hand, using Taylor's formula centred at x 0 , we have
with ξ ξ ξ ∈ F. The integral on F of the second term in the right-hand side above vanishes, whereas |b| = |α α α 1 × ε ε ε 3 | σ 4 h 3 K and |c| = |ε ε ε 3 × α α α 2 | σ 4 h 3 K because of (3.14). Then
Finally, using (3.15) and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we obtain
Thus, by using the last two inequalities to bound (4.6) and summing up for all F ∈ T I h , we conclude the proof.
The following lemma is the basic tool to prove double-order error estimates for the approximation of the eigenvalues. LEMMA 4.10 For all ( f, g) and ( f, g) ∈ G,
Proof. Let ( f, g) and ( f, g) ∈ G. We denote
Consider the Helmholtz-like decompositions of u h and u h as in Lemma 4.3:
Proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 4.4, we have
whereas a similar argument leads to
Thus, subtracting these two equations we obtain
The continuity of a and Lemma 4.6 yields the following bound for the first term on the right-hand side above:
The remaining two integral terms are similar, so we only consider one of them. For the first one, since ( f, g) ∈ G, there exist ϕ ∈ H 1 (Ω F ) such that f = ∇ ϕ. Applying the Gauss theorem and using that div χ χ χ = 0 and (∇ξ, w h ) ∈ G ⊂ V, we obtain
Now, since r > 1 2 , by using the standard error estimate for the L 2 projection onto piecewise constants, the trace theorem and (2.9), we obtain
On the other hand, since Πψ 0,
where we have used the error estimate for the L 2 projection again, the trace theorem, Lemma 4.6 and Theorem 2.4.
Finally, from Lemma 4.9, the trace theorem and the boundedness of T h , we obtain
Therefore, the last four inequalities yield
which, given that t 1, allows us to conclude the proof. Now we are in a position to prove a double-order error estimate for the approximation of the eigenvalues. Let λ = 1/µ (with µ being an eigenvalue of T ) be a positive eigenvalue of Problem 2.2 with algebraic multiplicity m and eigenspace E. Let λ hi = 1/µ hi , i = 1, . . . , m, (with µ hi being eigenvalues of T h ) be the eigenvalues of Problem 4.1 converging to λ, and let E h be the direct sum of their corresponding associated eigenspaces. The following result holds true. THEOREM 4.11 There exists a strictly positive constant C such that
Proof. Since T and T h are self-adjoint with respect to b, by specializing the results of Theorem 7.3 from Babuška & Osborn (1991) to our case, for i = 1, . . . , m we have
where we have also used that the inner product b defines a norm on H equivalent to · H . Since T : H → X is a bounded operator, for ( f, g) and ( f, g) ∈ E, there holds
Hence, by virtue of Lemmas 4.10 and 4.6, and the continuity of the inclusion X → H, we have
Therefore, the theorem is a consequence of the above inequality and the fact that λ = 1/µ and λ hi = 1/µ hi , i = 1, . . . , m.
A numerical test
The main goal of this section is to study the need for the hypothesis on {T F h } being a family of asymptotically parallelepiped meshes. We refer to Bermúdez et al. (2001a,b) for numerical experiments confirming the theoretical results proved in this paper, in particular regarding the ability of the method to deal with non-matching fluid and solid grids. The performance of the method has been also shown in these references to be significantly advantageous as compared with similar discretizations based on tetrahedral finite elements. Further computational results can be found in Gamallo (2002) .
For the sake of simplicity, we consider a purely acoustic 2D problem: a cavity, with perfectly rigid walls, filled with fluid. The domain is the unit square Ω F := [0, 1] 2 and the physical parameters of the fluid, ρ F and c, are set equal to 1. The vibration frequencies of this problem are analytically known ω mn = π m 2 + n 2 , m, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . Fig. 6 . Clearly, the elements of these meshes are uniformly shape regular but far from being parallelograms. They have been used by Arnold et al. (2001 Arnold et al. ( , 2002a to show that the order of convergence of some quadrilateral finite elements deteriorate, even on shape-regular meshes.
We have solved the problem with uniform meshes of N × N squares and with a family of asymptotically parallelogram but not uniform meshes, as well. The latter consist of uniform refinements of an initial non-uniform mesh, as shown in Fig. 7 . It is simple to prove that this family satisfies assumption (3.14). Let us remark that this kind of meshes arise naturally when the domain is not a parallelogram or a union of 'disjoint' parallelograms. Tables 1-3 show the five smallest vibration frequencies ω mn computed with each family of meshes. Each table includes the values of the vibration frequencies obtained by extrapolating the computed ones (that we denote ω mn ,ω mn and ω mn , respectively), the computed orders of convergence and the exact values of the vibration frequencies.
Notice that the method converges with almost perfect quadratic order in all cases. However, for the non-asymptotically parallelogram meshes, it converges to wrong vibration frequencies! Instead, the results obtained with the asymptotically parallelogram non-uniform meshes are essential of the same quality as those obtained with the square meshes.
On the other hand, we note that there exists an almost constant ratio between the extrapolated values obtained with the non-asymptotically parallelogram and the square meshes: namely, the vibration frequencies extrapolated from the values computed with these non-asymptotically parallelogram trapezoid meshes have a systematic error of around 2%. Table 4 shows the corresponding ratios for different refinement levels.
It can be seen from this table that the ratios converge to ω mn / ω mn ≈ 1.01966 as the meshes get finer.
This apparently strange behaviour can be explained if one compares the element matrices in the two cases. Indeed, according to the notation of On the other hand, the mass matrices computed on the trapezoid meshes can be thought of as mass matrices on the square meshes computed by means of a peculiar integration rule. This is the reason why the ratio between the vibration frequencies (i.e. the square root of the eigenvalues) converge to C γ as the meshes get finer. Finally, the pressure field for the first three vibration modes computed on the trapezoid meshes with refinement levels N = 16 and N = 32 are depicted in Figs 9-11. 'Undesired' non-physical oscillations clearly related with the shape of the elements appear in the second and third vibration modes, although not in the first one. It is apparent that the reason for this different behaviour is the relation between the anisotropy of the discrete eigenfunctions and the orientation of the meshes.
